A generalization of the classical statistics "maj" and "inv" (the major index and number of inversions) on words is introduced, parameterized by arbitrary graphs on the underlying alphabet. The question of characterizing those graphs that lead to equidistributed "inv" and "maj" is posed and answered.
O. Introduction
Every mathematician knows what the number of inversions of a permutation is, as it features in the definition of the determinant. The number of inversions of a permutation rc = rc(1)rr (2) ... n(n) of length n, inv rt = Z Z(n(i) > re(j)) l <<.i<~j<~n (using the classical notation g(A) --1 or 0, depending on whether the statement A is true of false), is a measure of how "scrambled" it is compared to the identity permutation. Netto proved (and it is nowadays easy to see, e.g., [13, p. 15] ) that the generating function for "the number of inversions" Z qinv(n) ~ESn equals the q-analog of n !, i.e., [n]! := 1(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)...(1 + q + .--+ q"-l), that can be also written as (q),/(1 -q)", where, as usual in q-theory, (q), = (1 -q)(1 -q2)... (1 -q").
The number of inversions is an example of a permutation statistic, by which is meant a numerical attribute that permutations possess (just like height, weight, or number of children for humans).
The utility of the generating function according to a given statistic "stat", Fstat(q):= 2 qstatOt), ~ES~ is that it contains in it all the "statistical" information regarding "stat". Also its derivatives evaluated at q = 1 enable us to, successively, find the average, standard deviation, and higher moments of its distribution. Furthermore, when the generating function is "nice" it hints at (combinatorial, algebraic and sometimes analytic) structures. MacMahon [17, p. 135] was the first to introduce another such statistic, that he called "the greater index", but that is nowadays called the "major index" and denoted by "maj". In fact, he defined that statistic not only for permutations but for arbitrary words with possible repetitions of letters. He did also the same for "inv". If X is a totally ordered alphabet, and if w = x~x2 ... xm is a word with letters in X, those two statistics are defined by ,~(xi > x j).
<~i<j<~m
To restate MacMahon's result we will take the alphabet X as the linear set [r] = {1, 2,..., r} (r ~> 1). Let c = (c(1),c(2) .... ,c(r)) be a sequence of r nonnegative integers and let v be the nondecreasing word v = lC~X)2c~2) ... r c~r). We will denote by R(v) (or by R(c) if there is no ambiguity) the class of all rearrangements of the word v, i.e., the class of all words containing exactly c(i) occurrences of the letter i for all i = 1, ..., r. Then MacMohan [16] (see also [18] ) proved that for each integer k there are as many words w ~ R(c) such that maj w = k, as there are words w' ~ R (c) such that inv w' = k. In other words, the statistics "maj" and "inv" are equidistributed on each rearrangement class.
It is well known, and easy to see, that the number of words in R(c) is the multinomial coefficient: MacMahon's proof [16, 18] (see also [13, p. 17; 1, Ch. 3] ) of the forementioned result was to show that the generating functions for "inv" and "maj", over the class R(v), i.e., Y.w qi.v w and Zw qm,j w (with w running over the class R(c)), were both given by the q-analog of the multinomial coefficient:
I c(1) + c(2) + ..-+ c(r)l = (q)ct~)+ct2)_____+:.: +ctr) c(1), c(2) .... , c(r) J (q)r~l) (q)rt2)"'" (q)~tr)"
The natural question of finding a bijection that sends each permutation to another one in such a way that the major index of the image equals the number of inversions of the original has been answered by the first author [7] , and since "canonized" in [13, Example 5.1. 1.19] .
In this paper we introduce a natural generalization of both "inv" and "maj", parameterized by a general directed graph. A directed graph on X is any subset U of the Cartesian product X x X = {(x, y) ll ~< x <~ r, 1 ~< y ~< r}. Of course there are altogether 2 r2 directed graphs.
For each such directed graph U let us associate the following statistics defined on each word w = xlx2...x,, by
Further in the paper other statistics "majv" and "invv" (without any primes) will be introduced. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the directed graphs U that possess the "Mahonian property" of "inv" and "maj" having the same generating function. We first need the following definition. Definition 1. An ordered bipartition of X is a sequence (B 1, B2, .-., Bk) of nonempty disjoint subsets of X, of union X, together with a sequence (fl 1, fiE,..-, ilk) of elements equal to 0 or 1. If fit --1 (resp. 0), we say that the subset Bt is underlined (resp. nonunderlined). For the sake of convenience, we also say that the subscript l or each element of Bt is underlined (resp. nonunderlined).
A relation U on X x X is said to be bipartitional, if there exists an ordered bipartition ((B1, B2, ..., Bk), (fll,t2, "'" ,ilk)) such that (x, y)~ U iff either x ~ Bt, y ~ B,, and l< l' i.e., if the block containing x is to the left of the block containing y, or x and y belong to the same block Bl and Bt is underlined.
As proved by Han [11, Th6or6me 5], a bipartitional relation U can also be characterized by the following two relations:
Some particular bipartitional relations are worth being noticed.
(1) U = {(x, y)lx > y} that corresponds to the ordered bipartition ({r} .... , {2}, {1}); in this case invb -~ inv and majb = maj;
(2) U = {(x, y)lx >>. y} that is associated with the ordered bipartition ({r}, ..., {2}, {1}), where all the blocks are underlined; the inversions and descents involved in the statistics "inv," and "majb" also include all the pairs (x, x); (3) U = 0 which is associated with the one-block ordered bipartition ({ 1, 2 .... , r}); the statistics "inv,:" and "majb" are identically zero; (4) U = X×X which is associated with the one-underlined-block ordered bipartition ({1,2, ... ,r}); in this case invb w = maj~ w = ½m(m -1) for each word w of length m;
(5) U which is associated with an ordered bipartition, all the blocks of which are singletons; such relations have been considered by Clarke and Foata [3] [4] [5] who also introduced the statistic "majk" which is immediately related with the statistic "majv" further defined.
A bipartitional relation U = ((Bx, B2,.--, Bk), (ill, f12, "", ~k)) can also be visualized as follows: rearrange the elements of X in a row in such a way that the elements of B~ come first, in any order, then the elements of BE, etc. Then U will consist of all the block products B~ x Br with I < l', as well as the block product Bt x Bt whenever Bt is underlined.
In Fig. 1 , for instance, the underlying ordered bipartition consists of four blocks (B1, B2, B3, B4) with BI, B4 underlined.
Our first result is the following. We first prove the "easy" part, which as usual is the "if" part. Three proofs will be given. The first manipulative, the second combinatorial fi la MacMahon, the third bijective, as people say today. All this is derived in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 contains the proof of the "only if" part.
In a recent note Han [12] has been able to derive a computer-aided proof of the "only if" part. By examining finitely many relations by means of an appropriate computer program he showed that the equidistribution only holds for bipartitional relations. Now if U is a bipartitional relation on X, two other statistics "invv" and "majt:" may be defined, that also reduce to "inv" and "maj" when U = ({r} .. As we shall see, the notion of compatibility is crucial. It relates with an analogous notion introduced in Clarke and Foata (op. cit.) for dealing with the number of exceedances and the Denert statistic. If U is noncompatible, "majv" and "invv" are not even equidistributed on a class of two elements. For example, let X = { 1, 2} and let U be the (noncompatible) bipartitional relation associated with the ordered bipartition ({1},{2}). Then invvl2=2, invv21--1, while majv 12 = 3, majv 21 = 0. Actually, that simple example is the core of the proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 3 (see Section 7).
Let U be an ordered bipartition. Parallel to the definition of "maj~" and "majv" we can also introduce two kinds of U-descents. Let w = xl x2 ... x,, be a word; we say that there is a U-descent ofthefirst kind at i in w, if 1 ~< i ~< m -1 and (x, xi+ 1) e U, and a U-descent of the second kind at i in w, if i ~< i ~< m -1 and (x, xi+ 1) e U or i = m and x,, is underlined. Denote by desb w (resp. desv w) the number of those U-descents of the first kind (resp. of the second kind). In Section 4 we derive an expression for the generating function for each rearrangement class R(e) by the pair of statistics (desv, " ' maJv). Section 7 contains the calculation of the generating function of R(e) by the pair (desv, majv) and also the proof of Theorem 3. A bijective proof of the latter theorem appears in Section 8.
Enumerating bipartitional relations
For each r ~> 1 let b; (resp. b,) be the number of bipartitional relations (resp. compatible bipartitional relations) on a set of cardinality r. Also let bb = bo --1. The exponential generating functions for both sequences (b;) and (br) are easily derived and, using some computer algebra, theirfirst values calculated. Denote by S(r, k) (1 ~ r ~< k) the sequence of the Stirling numbers of the second kind (see, e.g., [6, Vol. 2, p. 40]). 
Hence the expansion of (1 -G)-~ will be the generating function for the ordered sequences of blocks, some of them being underlined and the others being nonunderlined, i.e., for the ordered bipartitions.
For the compatible bipartitional partitions there are again two kinds of blocks, but this time the underlined blocks must lie to the left of the nonunderlined ones. The exponential generating functions for the underlined blocks and for the nonunderlined blocks are the same: Hence the expansion of (1 -H)-1 (1 -H)-~ will be generating function for the ordered sequences of blocks, the leftmost ones being underlined, the rightmost ones being nonunderlined, so that
The sequences (b',) and (br) do not appear (yet?) in the Sloane integral sequence basis [19] . However our young colleague Jean Zeng drew our attention to the paper by Knuth [14] who himself pointed out that the generating function (2-e") -1 already appeared in Cayley (Collected Math. Papers, Vol. 4, pp. 112-115) for enumerating a special class of trees. According to Knuth the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of (2 -e")-1 count the preferential arrangements ofn objects.
Notations and first analytic results
We make use of the usual notations (a; q). and (a; q)~ for the q-ascending factorials: together with the two q-exponential identities
./>o(q;q).
The q-binomial theorem provides the five expansions (see [1, p. 15 
])
~ Fs + n~u, = 1 . where w runs over all R(c)). As "des" is the companion of j , we will also denote by maJbA(t, q; c) = ~ t desb Wq majv w; maJvA(t, q; c) = ~, t desU wqmajr w 
1-h~,=o (E u(Bt); q)~
In the second formula c runs over all sequences (c(1), ..., c(r)) with
Proof. Formula (2.10) follows from the well-known generating function in the ordinary "inv" case. The q-multinomial coefficient is the generating function for the class of words having exactly ml m~ letters equal to 1 .... ,mk letters equal to k by "inv". Such a word gives rise to exactly lit (c~/~,~) words in R(c). Finally, the letters belonging to each nonunderlined block provide no further U-inversions, while the letters in an underlined block Bt (fit = 1) bring ('~') extra U-inversions when they are compared between themselves. To derive (2.11) we make use of the traditional q-calculus. First rewrite (2.10) as
Then the left-hand side of (2.10) is equal to
which is the right-hand side of (2.11) by using (2.2) and (2.3). []
An "essentially verification" manipulative proof of the "if" part of Theorem 2
The generating function according to "maj~" does not seem to be directly derivable from the classical MacMahon formula. Later, we will show that the combinatorial proofs easily carry over, but here we will show a manipulative proof. We will prove the stronger result that the subsets of words with a prescribed last letter have the Mahonian property. when Bz is underlined. It is a completely routine matter, which we leave to the readers (or rather to their computers) to verify that the expressions on the right sides of (3.1) and (3.2) (using (2.10)) also satisfy the same recurrence. It follows by induction that for all c and for all 1 ~< i ~< r, we have invbA(q; C; i) = maJbA(q; C; i). 
The MacMahon Verfahren
In this section we make use again of the same notations as in Section 2. We calculate the factorial generating function for the polynomials Let us now prove (4.1) using the so-called "MacMahon Verfahren". As already noted in [9, 4] , the method introduced by MacMahon [16] to derive the generating function for "maj" is to be updated to include a second statistic, but the principle remains the same. 
The bijective proof of the "if part" of Theorem 2
Let U be a bipartitional relation. In this section we construct a bijection ~v of each class R(c) onto itself satisfying majb w = inv,: ~v(W). for a certain bijection 6. Let us first recall the construction of~b [15, Ch. 10] : let w be a word in the alphabet X and x e X. Two cases are to be considered:
(i) the last letter of w is greater than x; (ii) the last letter of w is at most equal to x. In case (i) let (WIX1,W2Xz ..... WhXh) be the factorization of w having the following properties: x~, x2, ..., Xh are letters of X greater than x and w~, w2 .... , Wh are words, all letters of which are less than or equal to x.
In case (ii) x~,x2, ... ,Xh are letters of X at most equal to x, while w~,w2, ... ,Wh are words, all letters of which are greater than x.
Call x-factorization the above factorization. In both cases we have The construction of • goes as follows. If w is of length 0 or 1, let ~(w) = w. For a word wx with x e X and w of positive length, form ~(w) (already defined by induction), apply 7x to ~b(w) and add x at the end of the resulting word, i.e., define
• (wx) = Property (5.2) was proved in [-7 ] (see also [15, Ch. 10] ). We shall make use of two further properties.
Proposition 6. (i) Both w and ~(w) end with the same letter.
(
ii) Let y and y' be two adjacent letters (with respect to the usual order) in the alphabet X and suppose that both occur exactly once in w. Then, if y occurs to the left of y' in w, the same holds for
Proof. Property (i) is true by the very definition of ~. Property (ii) requires a simple verification that will be left out. [] Let ((B1 .... ,Bk)(fll .... ,ilk)) be the ordered bipartition corresponding to the bipartitional relation U. We keep the notations given in Section 2. If w is a word in R(c), let m~ = Z Bt be the number of letters in w belonging to Bz and let w(B~) be the subword of w consisting of all the letters belonging to Bt (l = 1 .... , k).
The conjugation 3 is defined as follows.
(i) For every l = 1,..., k replace each letter belonging to BI by bt = min B~ (with respect to the usual order). Call ~ the resulting word.
(ii) If l is nonunderlined, read ~from left to right and replace the successive occurrences of b~ by (bl, 1), (b, 2) ..... (b~, mz); do this for each nonunderlined I.
(iii) Do the operation described in (ii) for each underlined l, but this time read ~from right to left.
The word derived after all those operations will be denoted by wv. It is actually a rearrangement of the word (b~, 1)... (b~, m~)... (bk, 1)... (bk, ink) (all letters distinct.) Furthermore, wv contains the subword (bl, 1)... (b, mr) (resp. (bl, mr)... (bl, 1) ) if l is nonunderlined (resp. underlined). To be able to define "maj" for wv we need a linear order on those ordered pairs. We shall take dependin9 on whether l is nonunderlined or underlined.
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 6(ii). []
Finally, if we apply the conjugation 6-1 to ~(Wv) using the subwords w(B1), ..., W(Bk), we obtain a rearrangement 6-lCb(wv) which is a rearrangement of the original word w and satisfies inv cb(wv) = invb 6-1 ~(Wv).
(5. 8) We shall denote it by ~v(w). All the above transformations are reversible. The product ~v = 6-1o ~ o 6 is a well-defined bijection of R(c) onto itself satisfying (5.1).
A proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 2
The proof of that "only if" part will be the consequence of the following sequence of lemmas. Proof. Suppose (x, x)~ U. In the class R(x2y) we have invb w = 2 for all w, while maj~: xyx = 3 and the equidistribution does not hold for R(x2y). [] Let X = {x, y, z}; at this stage it would be useful to have a thorough table of the relations U on X x X for which the equidistribution of invb and majb holds. As there are six elements in X x X\diag X x X, there would be only 64 cases to consider. As there are many symmetries, the table could be rapidly set up. A verification by computer could also be used. We have preferred to verify the property in each case. Proof. In other words, besides (x, x), (y, y) and (z, z) (as shown in Lemma 10), the relation U must also contain (y, z) and (z, y). Table 1 In case (b) we have (x, y), (y, x) 
, (z,x), (y, z) e U, (x, z), (z, y)¢ U. Let v=XxXkU.
Then inv~ w ~< 2 for all w, while maj~ xzy = 3. Thus, the equidistribution would not hold for V and also for U.
Thus cases (a) and (b) cannot occur and consequently if (z, y) e U holds, we must have (z, y) e U. The elements x and y play a symmetric role, so that the first equivalence is proved.
The proof of the second equivalence is quite analogous. If (x, z) e U, we have seen that (z, x)¢ U. Suppose (y, z)¢U and consider the two cases: (a) (z, y)¢U; (b) (z, y)e U.
In case (a) we have (x, y), (y, x) , (x, z) e U, (z, x), (y, z), (z, y)¢ U. Again for each w ~ R(xyz) we have inv~ w ~< 2, while maj~ yxz = 3, so that the equidistribution does not hold.
In case (b) we have (x, y), (y, x) , (x, z), (z, y) e U, (z, x), (y, z)¢ U. Let V = X x X\U. Then inv,, w ~< 2, while maj~, yzx = 3, so that the equidistribution does not hold for V, and then for U.
As x and y play a symmetric role, the second equivalence is also established. [] Notation. It will be convenient to write x ~ y for (x, y) e U, x @ y or y q x for (x, y)¢U, x~y for (x, y) e S(U). Proof. Suppose that the conclusion is false. This means that for every blocks Bi of Xv there is x e Bi, y ~ X\Bg such that (x, y) e U and also that for all x e XkXv there is y e Xk{x} such that (x, y) U.
Let Xo e X. If Xo belongs to a block B~o, there is xl e Bio and x2¢B~ o such that Xo,-~-Xl --,, x2. But the previous lemma says that (see Fig. 2 ) if Xo~-xl and xx--*x2, then Xo--,'x2. Also X2 ~ X0. Now, either x2 e B~ with i2 ~ il or x2¢Xv. In the first case there is x3 e Bi~ and x4¢B~ such that x2 ~ x3 --, x4. Using the same lemma we also have x2 -x4 and x4 -/-, x2. IfxzCXv, there is x4 4:x2 such that x2 ~ x4 and also x4 ~ x2, because x2¢Xv.
We can then build a sequence (Xo, x2, x4 .... ) with the property Proof. Assume that C is nonempty and suppose that (***) does not hold. Then there is y ~ X\C and also x e C such that y v~ x and y 4: x. As y¢C, there is z e X such that y ---, z. Notice that z may be equal to y, if y ~ Xv, but z 4: x, as we have assumed y ~ x (see Fig. 3 ).
Consider the class R(xyz). By assumption, y -h x, y ~ z and also x -h Y, x -h z, since x ~ C. Four cases are to be considered:
In both cases (a) and (b) inv[, w ~< 2 for all w, while maj~: yzx = 3. In both cases (c) and (d) invb w ~< 1 for all w, while majb xyz = 2. Thus there is never equidistribution on R(xyz).
Suppose that C is empty. Let B1 be the block defined in (**). If (iv) does not hold, there is y ~ X\Bt and also x ~ B1 such that y -/-, z. As yCB1 and since C is supposed to be empty, there exists z such that y-o z. Again we have y ~ x, y-o z, x-/-, y, x ~ z. The same analysis as above shows that there is no equidistribution on R(xyz). [] It follows from Lemmas 14 and 15 that if the equidistribution holds for U, then either C is nonempty and then C x X is empty and (X\C) x C c U, or C is empty and then there is a unique block B1 of Xv such that B1 x (X\B1)is empty and (X\B1) x c U.
The theorem is now easily proved by induction on cardX. If the equidistribution holds for U defined on X x X and if C is nonempty, then the equidistribution also holds for the relation V = Uc~(X\C)x (X\C) defined on (X\C)× (X\C). By induction V is bipartitional. Hence, U is also bipartitional (see Fig. 1 ).
In the same manner, if C is empty, then the equidistribution holds for the relation V = Uc~(X\B1)x (X\B1)× (X\B1). By induction V is bipartitional. Hence, U is also bipartitional.
Compatible bipartitionai relations
The statistics "majv" and "invv" have been defined in (0.2); also remember that "desv" counts the U-descents of the second kind, as defined at the end of the Introduction. The calculation of the generating function for (desv, majv) and the construction of the bijection that carries "majv" onto "invv" will be very similar to their equivalent derivations for (desk, maj~), "maj~" and "invb". Recall the definitions: invvA(q; e) = ~ qinvt, w (W E R(c)); (7. follows the same pattern as the proof of (2.11). Again, we do not prove that maJvA(q; ¢) is equal to the right-hand side of (7.3). We would rather derive the formulas for maJ~A(t, q; c) in the spirit of Section 4. letter in the factor 2i+1 ...2m and necessarily one U-descent because U is supposed to be compatible, or all the letters in that factor are underlined and in particular z,, = 1. In both cases, at,,., ~> 1. 
l,i i
In the same manner as in Section 4 we have by (2.6) and (2.7). [] As (7.4) holds and since (7.6) implies (7.4) when invvZ(q; C) is replaced by maJuA(q; c), we have a proof of the "if" part of Theorem 3.
The proof of the "only if" part is straightforward. Suppose that U is noncompatible, so that there is an underlined block Bt to the left of a nonunderlined one Br, i.e., l < l'. Take to integers x e Bt and x~ ~ Br and consider the class R(xx') of the two words xx' and x'x. Then invv xx' = 2, invv x'x = 1, while majv xx' = 3, majv x'x = O.
A bijective proof of Theorem 3
Let n = (B 1 ..... B,,B,+ 1 .... , B,) be a compatible ordered bipartition having exactly n underlined blocks lying in the beginning and let U be the corresponding compatible bipartitional relation. As done in the papers by Steingrimsson [20] and Clarke and Foata (op. cit.), let us introduce an extra letter, and form the new compatible ordered bipartition n* = (B1 .... , B., {.}, {B.+I }, ..., {B,}).
(8.1)
Denote by U* the bipartitional relation associated with n*. Notice that U* is a relation on (Xu {.})× (Xw {.}). We now make use of the transformation ~v* (constructed in Section 5) on the words in the alphabet X w {.}. As ~v* maps the set of all words in each rearrangement class ending with. onto the same set, the mapping w ~-, w' is a bijection of R(c) onto itself. Moreover, it satisfies majv w = invv w'. (8.4) 
